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Introduction 

The house stables at Brickendon is a mid-nineteenth century timber structure 
with a mono-pitch metal roof across the length of the main stables and tack 
rooms, extending over a rear ‘verandah’. The front of the building, which faces 
the stables courtyard and adjoins the Georgian brick 1830s coach house, is plain 
with weatherboard cladding without eaves or awnings to protect the openings. 

Over the years the ground levels have built up in the courtyard and at the rear. 
The timber structure exhibits evidence of deterioration due to ground moisture. 
Furthermore, a lack of adequate maintenance combined with some poorly 
conceived changes to accommodate modern agricultural equipment has given 
rise to structural failures and water ingress. 

In 2011 participants in the second Longford Academy commenced an analysis of 
the structure, producing the photo log and first report, which follows (Part 1 and 
Part 2). In 2011 and 2012 minor works were undertaken by Richard Archer to 
relieve the ground water. The building and surrounding area was also cleaned up 
to improve access and facilitate further investigation.  

  
LA3 participants at the Brickendon House Stables, May 2012 

In May 2012 participants in the third Longford Academy undertook further work, 
including archaeological investigation at the front and rear. Chris How provided 
notes for the information of the LA3 participants and wrote up the 
recommendations. These reports appear below as parts 3, 4 and 5.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The original stables at Brickendon Estate are one of the earliest surviving buildings in the group 
of farm service buildings adjacent Brickendon House. The stables show extensive weathering 
and decay in the external fabric and there has been extensive structural movement in the walls 
and roof. 
 
This report is the outcome of a workshop undertaken during the Longford Academy 2 held at 
Brickendon in May 2011 
 
2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

• The original stables were 21.3 x 7.7 m prior to extension.  The plan of the building is 
shown in Figure 1. 

• The stables building has a sawn timber frame throughout with the exception of the brick 
extension to the south west. The building has a skillion roof supported on sawn rafters. 
There is no guttering on the building.  

• Timber framed walls are clad with horizontal sawn weatherboards. 
• The building has been extended three times: 

- weatherboard extension on south east end; 
- vertical weatherboard clad extension to south across two bays (this work occurred 

to accommodate Mr Archer’s cars); and 
- brick extension on south west corner. 

• The interior is divided into four machinery bays/ garages at the east end with a stable 
area at the west end of the building.  A timber floored hay loft is located above the stable 
area.  The loft area is presently used for storing timber.  The Machinery bays are 
separated by timber-framed partitions, as is the stable area from the western machinery 
bay.  The partitions are lined on either one or two sides in sawn horizontal 
weatherboards. 

• The stable area originally had four stalls; only two dividers remain, however remnants of 
the other bays remain. 

• Large double leaf timber ledged and braced doors are fitted to 5 of the main openings 
on the north wall. 

• A brick paved verandah extends across the south side of the building.  The roof is 
supported on squared and in the round post 

• Floors vary from earth in the stables to timber boards on ground in the machinery bays.  
The rear verandah is brick paved.  A concrete slab has been constructed in the eastern 
machinery bay.   

• There is a very minimal fall in the ground level from front to back of the building. The 
ground south of the building falls away from the building toward a creek. 
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Figure 1 – Floor Plan 
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3.0 CONDITION 
A detailed inspection of all structural and cladding elements was not undertaken. The general 
condition is outlined below: 

• Structural timbers are generally sound except: 
- Support posts missing on verandah and temporary propping installed.  One 

remaining post is rotten at the base. 
- rotten timber in rear verandah posts and fascia beam to roof. 

• Weatherboard external cladding is extensively weathered and numerous boards have 
cupped and twisted. 

• Internal linings are generally sound and in fair condition.  The roof cladding has some 
surface rust but is generally in good condition for the age of the building. Some of the 
sheets are lifting. 

• Brickwork on the south western extension is in fair condition however the exposed ends 
of walls are weathering and stabilisation is required to reduce decay. 

• Brick paving is generally in good condition (where visible). Part of the verandah floor has 
been re-layed recently to improve drainage. The floors in the Machinery Bays and rear 
verandah have been partially covered by silt deposited by rainwater run off through the 
building 

• The concrete floor in the eastern Machinery Bay is in good condition for age. 
• Timber flooring is laid directly on ground and appears to be sound. 
• Timber flooring in the roof loft varies from good to a sound.  (This assessment is based 

largely on an assessment from the ground floor as access to the Loft was restricted and 
part of the floor was covered with timber boards at the time of the inspection) 

• The walls appear to be generally vertical, from sample checks made with a spirit level.  
• There is a substantial bow in the verandah roof from front to back and across the 

building (east / west). The roof is collapsing in the vicinity of the missing posts 
(temporary supports are installed). The main roof undulates along the length of the north 
and south sides of the building.  There is a heavy build up of pine needles on the south 
east corner of the building from the large trees adjacent. This is not assisting the roof 
condition 

Representative photographs of the building in May 2011 are presented below. 
 

  
 
Figure 2- North Elevation of Stables 
 

 
Figure 3 - View of part south side of the 
building 
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Figure 4 – Typical construction of walls 

 
Figure 5 – View of Loft area 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6 – Detail of weatherboard condition 

 
Figure 7 – Detail view of North elevation  
 

  
 
Figure 8 – structural movement along south 
side 

 
Figure 9 - View of South verandah 
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4.0 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the workshop were to: 

• Prepare measured drawings of the building.  These are included in Appendix A 
• Prepare a comprehensive photographic record of the building.  These have been 

compiled into a separate report by James Taylor 
• Investigate the condition of the building and determine what site or building fabric 

conditions are contributing to the movement of the roof structure. 
• Develop a strategy for conserving and stabilising the fabric of the building so that it can 

continue to be used as a productive farm building. 
 
5.0 METHODOLOGY 

• The workshop involved a half day site investigation and recording.  
 

• The team was capably led by Chris Howe (Mr Nails), and included Andrews Spykens, 
James Taylor, David Reeve, Nicholas Goodwin and Chris Bulling. 

• Following completion of site recording a brainstorming session was held to discuss 
findings and possible causes of the problems identified and develop a strategy for 
conservation of the building. 

• Team roles were: 
- Chris Howell has developed a methodology for stabilising the building during the 

conservation works, which will be provided as a stand alone report 
- Building advice was provided by Andrew Madden a building who has undertaken 

conservation works on the Woolmers and Brickendon properties 
- Measured drawings were prepared by Andrew Spykens, Chris Bulling and Nicholas 

Goodwin 
- Site survey of levels was completed by David Reeves and James Taylor. 

 

6.0 CONSERVATION STRATEGY 
The strategy developed for the conservation of the building is presented below, not in priority 
order; 
• Retain opening  in the front of  the eastern Machinery bay which was created to fit the 

tractor, as it demonstrates the modification of the building to adapt to changing 
requirements brought about by the increased mechanisation of the farm. 

• Retain extensions on the south side of two Machinery Bays which were made to 
accommodate the Archers cars, as they demonstrate adaptation of the building to the 
changing requirements of the farm. 

• Retain or remove concrete floor in the eastern Machinery Bay. It is associated with 
modifications for mechanisation but is also considered to possibly be contributing to some of 
the drainage problems 

• Retain and conserve the brick extension on rear (but this is considered to be lower priority 
work ). 

• Stabilise the roof, including: 
o Conservation works to realign and make structurally sound the south verandah roof 

• Resecuring roof sheeting.  Re-batten and re-nail roof with new battens and new purlins. 
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o Roof sheeting should be retained, as it appears to be sound even though there is 
surface rusting 

o  barge flashing, resecure or replace 
o Consider installation of gutters and draining to a tank to supplement firefighting 

resources. 
• Regrade ground levels on north side on of the building to divert surface water runoff to the 

east side of the building 
• Retain concrete spoon drain along north side of the building and increase its effectiveness 

by installing grated sumps adjacent with stormwater lines run through the building and 
discharging into the creek to the south of the building. 

• Construct and install new timber shutters to upper level openings on north façade.  The 
shutters should match the remaining shutter.  Similar detail shutters are installed on the 
Brickendon Woolshed. 
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Appendix A – Measured Drawings 
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Figure 10 - North Elevation 
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Figure 11 – South Elevation – West  
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Figure 12 – South Elevation - East 
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Figure 13 – East Elevation  
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Figure 14 – Floor  Plan 
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"

LONGFORD"ACADEMY."""LA3"
"

PREP"SHEET"1."5"STABILITY."
"

Prepared'by'Chris'How.'May'2012.'
"
Buildings"need"to"be"prepared"to"withstand"a"variety"of"destructive"factors"at"any"time,"whether"they"
are"new"or"existing"structures."In"nearly"all"cases"heritage"structures"carry"with"them"the"obligation"to"
avoid"changing"those"details"which"convey"their"sense"of"identity"and"authenticity"to"their"time"of"
construction."This"aspect"is"outside"the"scope"of"these"notes"and"can"only"be"resolved"within"the"
philosophical"approach"adopted"by"the"parent"nation."Conservation"philosophy"varies"from"country"to"
country"worldwide."
"
With"stability,"the"long"term"survival"of"a"very"large"number"of"heritage"structures"can"be"assured."
Especially"fragile"and"noteworthy"buildings"of"national"importance"are"often"best"dealt"with"by"
preservation"within"a"shell"or"outer"structure"and"fall"outside"the"norm"to"be"addressed"by"us."
"
Intrusive"factors"fall"into"2"basic"categories:"
HUMAN."
Design-inadequacies,"which"we"have"to"address"with"great"care"not"to"introduce"later"false"perceptions."
Mistreatment-of-structural-members,"which"might"lead"to"distress."
Neglect."
Vandalism,"arson"and"war."
Robbing,"or"above"ground"quarrying."
"
NATURAL-CAUSES.-
Ground-movement.-
Weather;"rain,"wind"and"water"action."
Thermal-stresses,"sunlight"and"exposure"levels."
Vegetation"&"root"damage."
Rodents,"bird,"termites"and"beetle"activity."
"
Human"factors"are"well"understood,"and"so"these"briefing"notes"mainly"cover"the"less"widely"
appreciated"factors"of"natural"causes"for"distress."
"
1. Ground"movements,"comprise"3"main"categories;"Major-Earth-Slips;-Earth-and-Water-pressures;"and"

Cyclic-Swelling-and-Drying.""
In"an"ideal"world"all"buildings"would"be"built"on"rock,"since"all"rocks"are"inherently"stable."In"reality"
most"structures"are"founded"onto"soils"of"varying"depth,"or"onto"fill."Soils"themselves"reflect"the"
qualities"of"the"parent"rock,"but"from"an"engineering"viewpoint"we"need"to"classify"them"according"
to"their"“reactivity”."This"is"simply"the"extent"to"which"they"will"either"swell"or"shrink"as"the"cyclic"
moisture"content"varies"on"a"yearly,"or"much"longer"cycle"such"as"we"have"recently"been"
experiencing."These"cycles"are"biblical"and"repeat"throughout"history."
Some"soils"are"not"reactive"and"so"remain"stable;"such"as"gravels"and"sands."These"are"termed"NonK
Cohesive,"since"their"particles"fail"to"stick"to"each"other.""
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"

Soils"are"themselves"minute"particles"of"rock"held"in"a"
tension"matrix"of"air"&"water:""
"
Clays"vary"enormously"from"slightly,"to"highly"reactive,"
since"they"are"formed"from"minute"platelets"able"to"absorb"
water"across"their"microscopic"structure,"thereby"
individually"swelling"and"shrinking."This"ability"is"based"on"

their"individual"chemistry"
received"from"the"parent"
rock"and"to"the"mode"of"
formation."The"depth"of"
soil"over"the"parent"rock"usually"varies"from"less"than"half"a"metre"
to"several"metres,"but"when"resorted"can"be"30"or"more"metres"
thick."
"
In"this"case,"in"Western"Victoria,"in5situ"weathering"of"the"basalt"
has"resulted"in"about"800mm"of"silts"and"clays."It"can"be"seen"how"
weathering"in"depth"is"still"occurring"by"the"phenomenon"of"
“onion"peeling”"of"sub5surface"rocks."
"
"
However,"the"upper"layers"are"always"being"removed"by"weather"
action"as"surface"water"from"rain"laterally"shifts"the"clay"particles"
downhill,"filling"in"high"level"perched"lakes,"or"filling"valleys."The"
clay"platelets"are"re5aligned"as"the"clays"settle"out"of"suspension:"

"
This"orientation"diagram"shows,"left"to"right:"In5situ"random"alignment"of"the"platelets,"jumbled"
platelets"as"ground"movement"has"shifted"soils"downhill,"lactuarine"condition"of"platelets"laid"down"
under"water,"and,"lastly,"those"laid"down"in"salty"or"sea"water"have"an"ionic"interference"stopping"
full"alignment"of"the"clay"platelets."These"would"be"respectively;"low,"medium"and"high"reactivity,"
with"the"last"one"in"the"medium"reactive"zone."Hence"the"method"of"deposition"greatly"affects"how"
much"the"building"will"move:"
"

"
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"
Granites"also"produce"reactive"clays"but"of"lesser"magnitude"than"basalts."
"
This"cyclic"doming"and"saucering"of"the"sub5soil"founding"also"gives"rise"to"
secondary"lateral"movements"in"the"building’s"walls:"
"
"
These"wall"movements"show"as"cracks,"which"we"then"need"to"interpret"
before"applying"a"remedy."The"widespread"nature"of"medium"to"high"
reactive"soils"in"Australia"has"called"for"a"set"of"limitations"of"acceptability"
by"BCA:"

"
"
"

"
There"is"no"easy"way"to"measure"&"monitor"these"cracks"without"a"
crack"gauge,"and"they"are"recommended"to"all"those"of"you"who"
inspect"buildings"as"a"matter"of"routine"

"
Trees"absorb"a"tremendous"amount"of"moisture"in"order"to"stay"
alive,"and"in"dry"seasons"can"exert"significant"influence"on"adjacent"
structures:"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Lines"of"trees"(or"clusters)"exert"around"1.5"times"the"effect"of"a"
single"tree,"and"the"root"travel"is"similarly"magnified."
"
"
Likewise"leaking"plumbing"fixtures"can"have"the"reverse"effect:"
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It"goes"without"saying"that"the"
particular"site"location"stipulates"
to"some"extent"the"expected"
founding"conditions:"
"
The"upper"zone"is"likely"to"be"
stable"since"footings"will"on"or"
close"to"rock"sub5base."
"
The"lower"zone"is"likely"to"contain"
clays"&"silt"lenses"laid"down"by"
river"meanders."

"
The"middle"zone"will"be"influence"by"slumping"and"by"spring"valleys"which"gives"rise"to"changes"in"depth"
to"the"rock"below."
"
At"this"point"we"should"examine"the"effect"of"river"“over5cutting”"(or"man5made"cuttings)"in"steep"
valleys."We"also"need"to"be"aware"of"the"treacherous"nature"of"silts,"comprising"ultra"fine"particles"of"
rock,"which"are"usually"non5colloidal"and"rapidly"settle"out"in"a"“jar"test”."

The"ridges"in"the"picture"show"downhill"
slumping,"common"to"most"steep"
hillsides,"commonly"known"as"sheep"
tracks."Below"the"Landcruiser"a"slip"circle"
has"developed,"initiated"by"heavy"rain"
which"provided"the"motivating"force,"
reflecting"the"very"steep"sides"of"the"
carboniferous"mudstone"layers"overcut"

by"the"river"below."
"
It"is"unusual"to"find"buildings"located"in"situations"like"this,"
but"every"so"often"they"do"occur;"the"old"Post"Office"at"
Princetown,"an"1890’s"cottage"at"Timboon,"and"here"at"a"
Federation"homestead,"“Kororoit”"at"Coleraine,"where"one"
corner"of"this"fine"building"is"founded"over"the"abrupt"edge"
of"the"plateau/valley"junction."Detailed"investigation"was"
needed"to"reveal"the"cause"of"the"loss"of"corner"support."
"
Silts,"because"they"are"suspensions"of"fine"particles"react"
similar"to"“porridge”"when"subjected"to"vibration."When"this"
dispersive"state"occurs,"a"total"loss"of"strength"occurs;"5"such"
as"recently"happened"with"tremors"at"Christchurch"
accompanying"the"main"seismic"event."
"
"
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2. Weather:"rain,"wind"and"water"action."
Inattention"to"the"effects"of"water"and"wind"is"a"primary"cause"of"
damage"to"heritage"structure."Surface"water"in"particular"is"
responsible"for"failure"of"secondary"structures"like"walls"and"in"some"
cases,"parts"of"buildings"slipping"as"sub5surface"flows"develop."In"some"
cases"ordinary"walls"are"backfilled"and"made"into"retaining"walls"
without"regard"to"their"real"capacity."Run5off"and"lack"of"drainage"then"
doubles"the"earth"loading"on"the"rear"face"of"the"wall"which"leans"
enough"to"relieve"the"temporary"loading."It"becomes"an"iterative"
process"as"gaps"fill"up"over"time,"only"to"repeat"years"later,"creating"a"
cumulative"effect."Provision"of"proper"cut5off"drains"and"surface"flow"
interception"by"swale"drains"is"needed"in"very"wet"climates."Any"wall"
required"to"retain"soil"needs"weepholes"and"rear"vertical"face"
drainage.""

"
On"the"same"length"of"wall,"built"of"very"similar"masonry,"
seen"here"in"Hobart,"the"secondary"advantages"of"proper"
relief"of"ground"water"pressures"are"evident,"even"if"the"
only"relief"is"by"open"purpends."
In"any"region"
subject"to"frost,"
damp"masonry"
rapidly"develops"a"
dilapidated"face,"

which"can"ultimately"lead"to"structural"failure."
"
"
"
If"salt"is"regularly"used"for"de5
icing,"like"here"in"Riga,"
brickwork"rapidly"
deteriorates."(Left)."
"
"
"

"The"similar"effect"of"leaving"rubble"inside"a"building,"which"acts"as"a"
moisture"reservoir,"is"dramatically"seen"here"at"the"Chateau"La"Tour,"
Provence,"burnt"during"the"revolution,"and"only"partly"restored"in"the"
1990s."
Lastly,"sealing"floors"&"ground"
between"walls"can"cause"a"wick"
effect"which"concentrates"a"
reservoir"of"moisture"below"the"
walls,"prolonging"the"
wick/evaporation"factor,"as"seen"
here"at"Ross,"Tasmania."
"
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Rain"directly"falling"or"being"driven"onto"roofs"is"without"doubt"the"greatest"threat"to"building"stability"
once"the"building"lies"unattended."A"factor"which"we"can"do"little"to"address"is"the"beneficial"effect"of"
adequate"eaves"protection."

"
The"second"picture"shows"an"abandoned"house"at"Triabunna"on"the"Tasmanian"east"coast"in"active"
decline:"leaking"gutters,"blocked"downpipes"roof"in"poor"condition,"and"surrounded"by"high"vegetation"
impeding"wind"ventilation."The"first"shows"how"eaves"without"gutters"can"throw"water"off"sufficiently"if"
the"surrounding"surfaces"assist"water"flow"away"from"the"structure."
"
Not"all"our"heritage"buildings"were"provided"with"a"dpc,"and"several"buildings"on"both"estates"have"open"
stonework"plinths"resisting"rising"damp"and"raising"the"plates"above"raindrop"bounce"level."It"is"
important"that"vegetation"is"not"allowed"to"“bridge”"this"plinth,"and"also"important"that"ground"surfaces"
should"slope"away"from"the"structure"and"have"adequate"run5off"provision"either"by"spoon"or"French"
drain"or"both."A"quick"reminder;"rising"damp"is"a"phenomenon"of"capillary"action:"
The"diagram"shows"actual"levels"to"which"water"will"rise"(if"sea"level"conditions"
apply),"and"demonstrate"Hauksbee’s"principle"that"the"smaller"the"path"diameter,"
the"higher"the"moisture"will"rise."Rising"Damp"rarely"exceeds"1100mm"above"
ground"level,"even"if"the"ground"is"water"logged."However,"salt"crystals"also"
redistribute"moisture,"(which"may"enter"through"other"paths,"such"as"wind"driven"
rain"etc)"and"ionic"transfers"of"moisture"also"occur."This"stresses"the"point"that"
closed,"unventilated,"and"unoccupied"buildings"quickly"reach"higher"moisture"
levels"than"the"outside"walls."These"buildings"need"to"be"aired"regularly,"warmed,"
and"have"internal"doors"left"open,"or"musty"conditions"soon"occur."
"
Without"regular"use"and"the"beneficial"effect"of"air"movements"assisted"by"pedestrian"traffic,"
condensation"onto"outside"walls"and"onto"ceilings"becomes"a"problem,"and"salt"transfer"from"walls"and"
plaster"may"follow"any"short"term"bursts"of"“drying”"the"building.""
"
Condensation"is"a"serious"problem"also"to"external"iron"or"steel"soffits,"such"as"
gutters"or"reverse"stepped"flashings."In"coastal"areas"salt"accretion"happens"
nearly"every"evening"as"the"metal"fixtures"cool"when"still"surrounded"by"moist"
air,"and"these"rapidly"rust"out"
"
Direct"ingress"of"rain"normally"happens"as"a"result"of"inadequate"inspection."
Ceiling"damp"spots"need"to"be"followed"up"rigorously"and"the"pertinent"areas"
of"roofing"or"flashing"checked"for"holes."
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In"the"case"of"masonry"ruins"two"solutions"are"
widely"applied;"capping,"and"soft"texturing"
with"grass"sods."The"latter"is"not"always"
applicable"in"our"warmer"States."
"
A"solution"which"is"sometimes"overlooked,"
but"has"been"used"widely"in"Britain"&"Europe"
is"simply"to"bring"that"part"of"the"ruin"back"
into"use"by"providing"a"roof."

"
"
"
"
This"innovative"part"roof,"and"part"cladding"has"been"used"in"Cesis"
Castle,"Latvia"where"the"remnant"tower"was"around"500mm"out"of"
plumb."By"addressing"proper"roof"run5oof"and"ground"water"
control"at"the"base"the"tower"lean"was"stabilised."
"
So"far"only"the"beneficial"effects"of"wind"have"been"mentioned."
Some"awareness"is"needed"also"to"the"damage"done"by"wind"
vortices."These"develop"around"corners"and"through"openings."

"
Because"the"vortex"speed"can"be"
up"to"2"times"the"wind"stream"
speed,"they"actively"seek"out"the"
soft"lime"mortar"in"joints"as"seen"
in"both"photos;"Redruth,"
Cornwall,"and"Christ"Church"
Warrnambool."Note"how"the"
chimney"fares"so"much"better"
than"the"corners"of"the"base."This"
is"because"the"vortex"speed"increases"with"the"sharper"edge."Often"a"simple"solution"of"planting,"
trellising"or"wind"fencing"will"resolve"low"level"wear."
"
3. Thermal-stresses-and-sunlight."Masonry"is"subject"to"thermal"
stress"just"like"any"other"material"and"both"basalt"and"granite"have"a"
tendency"to"weather"to"a"round"shape."Basalt"in"particular"shows"
thermal"stress"release"at"corners"of"blocks."Some"of"these"stresses"are"
set"up"by"the"mode"of"formation"of"the"rock,"often"by"open"flow"
overland"of"molten"magma,"which"cools"rapidly"from"outside"in."
Granite"will"often"show"large"face"flakes"detached."
"
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Timber"exposed"to"direct"sunlight"loses"colour"and"develops"a"furry"surface"as"protein"is"lost"from"the"
binder"element,"lignin."This"increases"the"brittleness"of"the"external"face"and"some"attrition"by"flaking"
can"occur."The"direct"sunlight"also"heats"up"the"timber"unevenly"and"board"warp"results."In"some"
countries"thinner"boards"are"used"to"overcome"this"disadvantage:"

This"solution"does"not"always"work,"the"first"due"to"lack"of"maintenance,"and"the"second"due"to"lifting"
grain"around"a"knot"allowing"preferential"drying."
Note"that"in"Japan"lime"whitewash"was"used"
extensively"as"reflective"paint"and"to"seal"end"
grain"of"rafters"etc."
"
When"closely"examined"many"pioneer"buildings"in"
Victoria"show"traces"of"having"been"fully"
whitewashed"as"a"protection"from"the"effects"of"
uv"light."
"
"
"
"
4. Vegetation-damage."Aside"from"tree"roots"which"appear"to"be"a"universal"problem,"ivy"and"
wisteria."In"the"case"of"the"Henty"Barn"at"Muntham"Station,"Casterton,"a"decision"had"to"be"made"to"
save"either"the"building"or"the"magnificent"wisteria"which"had"pulled"the"front"wall"apart."

Tree"roots"can"lift"walls,"distort"walls,"or"simply"blow"them"outwards:"Warrnambool,"Cambridge"and"
Riga."
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5. Rodents,"bird,-termites-and-beetle-activity.-"
The"damage"done"by"rodents"is"usually"over5rated,"but"by"contrast"
that"done"by"birds"is"seriously"under5rated."In"this"picture"the"
cockatoo"sitting"in"the"hole"has"managed"to"cut"himself"through"
300mm"of"dune"limestone."Rabbits"and"rats"burrowings"are"
frequently"encountered"in"inspections"of"old"buildings,"but"being"
at"ground"level"are"easily"fixed."The"hole"in"the"tower,"however,"is"
likely"to"prove"a"very"expensive"job."The"standard"devices;"plastic"
snakes,"plastic"owls"and"hawks,"and"streamer"kites"seem"to"work"for"a"while"only."
"
Pigeons"are"a"perennial"problem"mainly"on"account"of"their"droppings."These"being"high"in"nitrates"
accelerate"the"decay"of"timber"when"damp."Since"they"are"also"mildly"hydroscopic,"they"create"hot"spots"
of"decay"of"any"timbers"where"they"are"allowed"to"build5up."Many"Japanese"temples,"like"the"East"
Temple,"Kyoto"shown"here,"have"been"through"a"nine"year"restoration"period"at"major"expense."It"
seems"the"best"the"Japanese"solution"is"to"resort"to"bird"netting,"seriously"affecting"the"visual"
appreciation"of"the"work"done,"and"to"use"the"“London"Underground”"approach"of"needle"strips:"

"
"
"
"
"
Beetle"attack"is"invidious"as"it"is"rarely"discovered"
until"too"late,"especially"here"in"the"roof"space"of"
a"very"large"Sydney"building."Most"beetle"
infestation"starts"in"the"woodland"or"mill."Control"
of"moisture"and"bird"droppings"are"essential"to"
limit"the"development"of"death"watch"beetle"
which"needs"a"slightly"higher"mc"and"some"
nitrogen"source"to"get"going."
"
"
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6. Human-intervention.--
There"seems"to"be"no"limit"to"human"stupidity"
and"disregard"for"self"preservation,"as"one"
constantly"comes"across"major"members"which"
have"been"butchered"to"the"extent"of"wondering"
how"the"structure"remains"intact."
"
People"involved"in"the"inspection"of"old"
buildings"need"to"be"aware"that"these"changes"
exist"and,"if"needs"be,"to"order"the"immediate"
propping"or"temporary"works"to"make"good"
defects"until"such"time"as"an"engineered"solution"can"be"applied."
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"



Brickendon*Stables*Archaeological*Assessment*
Prepared'by'Mac'North''

'
Brickendon'Stables'was'inspected'on'15'May'2012'to'assess'the'potential'archaeological'
issues' associated' with' the' conservation' works' required' to' stabilise' the' building' and,'
ideally,' put' it' back' into' service' for' an' alternate'use' such'as' storage,' a'workshop'or' a'
garage.'
'
The' building' is' a' timber' single' storey' lofted' building' clad' in' weatherboards' with' a'
skillion'roof'pitched'towards'the'rear'(south).'There'are'six'stable'bays'on'the'north'side'
with'later'alterations'which'open'onto'a'hard'packed'yard'area.'On'the'south'there'is'an'
open'verandah'with'a'brick'floor'facing'the'paddock.'The'Stables'form'one'leg'of'an'LJ
shaped'complex'of'buildings,'which' include'a'brick' two'storey' former'stables'building'
along' the'west' side' of' the' yard' and' an' infill' workshop' building,' built' by' the' present'
owner.' This' infill' building' fills' the' gap'between' the'brick' and' timber' stables'buildings'
and'is'built'on'a'concrete'slab.'
'
The'timber'stables'building'is' in'poor'condition'and'there'is'a'considerable'build'up'of'
soil,'humus'and'plant'matter,'particularly'along'the'south'and'east'sides.'In'some'areas,'
this' buildJup' is' 100J300mm'and' extends' above' the' lower' edges' of' the'weatherboard'
cladding,'with'up' to'300J400mm'of'buildJup'at' the'east'end.' It' is'understood' that,' at'
some'point'in'the'past,'a'sluice'system'on'sandstone'supports'directed'water'from'the'
roof' of' the' Stables' into' an' underground' cistern' somewhere' to' the' east.' There' is' no'
visible'evidence'of'this'sluice'arrangement.'
'
Along' the' north' (yard)' side' of' the' building,' there' is' an' edge' drain' in' a' variety' of'
materials.'At'the'west'end'of'the'building,'the'drain'is'a'brick'dish'drain'in'unmortared'
sandstock'bricks.'Further'east,'the'drain'changes'materials'into'clay'pipe,'concrete'pipe'
and'concrete'dish,'none'of'which'appear'to'be'effective'in'keeping'water'away'from'the'
building.' It' appears' that' the'piped' sections'of' drain' are'blocked'or' collapsed' and' the'
dish'drains'are'full'of'soil'and'appear'to'be'inadequate'to'cope'with'the'surface'runoff'in'
any'case.'
'
The' south' side' of' the' building'was' used' as' a' paddock'within' living'memory' and' the'
ground'has'been'considerably'builtJup'and'churned'through'the'action'of'stock.'There'
was'apparently'an'earthen'drainage'channel'running'through'the'paddock'to'the'south'
however'this'is'no'longer'in'service.'An'informal'drain'has'been'cut'through'the'building'
and' into' the'paddock' to' the' south' in'2011' to'assist'with'directing' some'of' the'water'
away'from'the'building.'
'



Archaeological*potential*
'
The' precise' date' of' the' Stables' is' not' known' at' this' stage' however' it' is' anecdotally'
understood'to'be'c1850s.'It'is'also'understood'that'there'are'no'structures'recorded'in'
this' area' prior' to' the' construction' of' the' Stables.' The' use' of' the' building' is' well'
documented'and'typical'for'the'period.'There'is'limited'archaeological'potential'to'the'
north,' south' and' east' of' the'building.' The'main' archaeological' potential' is'within' the'
building'itself,'however'archaeological'materials,'if'present'will'relate'to'the'known'uses'
of' the' building' and' will' provide' only' limited' additional' information.' There' is' no'
stratigraphy' of' any' significance' due' to' the' relatively' shallow' deposit' depths' and'
considerable'past'disturbance.'Any'artefacts'will'most' likely' relate' to' the'construction'
and'modification'of' the'building,' the' stables'use'and' subsequent' garage,' storage'and'
workshop'uses.''
'
The' archaeological' potential,' therefore,'will' relate' primarily' to' the' use' of' the' Stables'
and' the' surrounding' area' from' the' 1850s' onwards.' The' archaeological' potential' is'
broken'into'three'areas:'the'North'Yard,'the'South'Paddock'and'the'Stables'Interior.'
'
North&Yard&
'
The'North'Yard'is'a'hardJpacked'earthen'yard'located'within'the'“square”'formed'by'the'
timber'and'brick'stables'buildings.'The'yard'is'largely'hardJpacked'crushed'stone'on'the'
surface,' with' a' small' rise' towards' the' centre' containing' a' mature' tree' with' grass'
beneath.'
'
Given'this'area'has'always'been'used'as'a'yard,'any'use'deposits'will'have'been'subject'
to' the' constant' abrasion' of' subsequent' uses.' It' is' also' likely' that' the' yard' has' been'
regraded'every' so'often' to' reJlevel' the' ground,'with'new' crushed' stone'brought' into'
provide' a' harder' wearing' yard' surface.' While' there' is' some' potential' for' individual'
artefacts'to'have'been'impressed'within'the'ground'surface'and'subsequently'buried,'it'
is'likely'that'virtually'all'areas'of'the'yard'surface'have'been'heavily'disturbed'and'thus'
would' have' limited' archaeological' potential.' There' may' be' evidence' of' nowJdefunct'
drainage'lines'running'through'the'yard.'
'
There' is' the' potential' for' some' evidence' of' the' former' water' sluice' supports' to' be'
present' along' the' east' side' of' the' Stables' and' extending' along' the' east' edge' of' the'
North'Yard.' If' present,' this' evidence' should'be' recorded'and' consideration' should'be'
given'to'reinstating'the'sluice'if'there'is'a'use'for'the'captured'rainwater.'
'
The'archaeological'potential'of'this'area'is'considered'low.'
'
'
'
'



South&Paddock&
'
The'South'Paddock'is'a'rough'grassed'area'with'a'few'mature'trees'and'evidence'of'a'
considerable'buildJup'of'soil.'The'past'action'of'cattle'has'churned'the'ground'surface'
and'there'is'no'historical'information'suggesting'an'alternate'use'in'this'location.'While'
there'is'some'limited'potential'to'find'individual'objects'which'have'been'dropped'into'
the'mud'and'lost,'there'are'unlikely'to'be'any'significant'in'site'use'deposits'due'to'the'
past'ground'disturbance.''
'
The'archaeological'potential'of'this'area'is'considered'very'low.'
'
Stables&Interior&
'
The'Stables'Interior'has'some'limited'archaeological'potential'within'the'stalls,'however'
these'areas'have'been'the'subjects'of'considerable'disturbance'over'time.'The'floors'of'
the' stalls' are' a'mix' of' timber,' soil,' brick' and' concrete' and' all' show' evidence' of' past'
disturbance.'Historical'information'suggests'the'Stables'were'used'for'horses'until'circa'
1900,'after'which'they'were'used'for'machinery'garaging'and'storage.'
'
The' floors' of' the' stalls' have' low' to'moderate' archaeological' potential' depending' on'
level'of'disturbance'and'may'contain'evidence'of'past'activities'within'individual'stalls.'
These'activities'are'however'reasonably'well'documented'in'the'historical'record'and'it'
is'to'be'expected'that'upper'layers'will'have'evidence'related'to'the'20th'century'garage'
and'storage'uses'of'the'stalls,'while'any'deeper'deposits'may'provide'evidence'of'the'
use' of' the' stalls' for' horses' in' the' 19th' century.' Note' that' the' potential' exists' for'
contamination'within'the'soil'from'sump'oil,'which'is'known'to'have'been'applied'to'the'
timber,'and'from'the'garaging'of'motor'vehicles'within'the'building'over'time.'
'
The'archaeological'potential'of' this'area' is' considered' low' to'moderate,'however'any'
deposits' will' provide' only' limited' additional' information' regarding' the' history' of' the'
building'and'the'site,'beyond'that'in'the'documentary'record.'

Recommendations*
'
The' major' issues' related' to' this' building' stem' from' poor' drainage' and' therefore'
intervention'in'the'ground'surface'is'required'to'improve'the'drainage'and'stabilise'the'
building.'The'following'recommendations'are'made'to'minimise'archaeological'impacts'
in'the'context'of'those'works:'
'

• Scrape'back'the'North'Yard'surface'as'necessary'(50J100mm)'using'a'flat'bladed'
excavator'bucket'to'provide'the'necessary'falls.'Identify'and'record'any'drains'or'
areas'of'past'use'(e.g.'pits)'which'may'be'exposed'during'this'process.'

'



• Clear'edge'drains'with'shovels'and'trowels.'Retain'bricks'in'situ'but'expand'the'
size'of'the'drain'if'necessary'

'
• Remove'and' replace'any'broken'or' cracked'pipes.' Serviceable'pipes' should'be'

cleared'and'retained'in'situ'if'suitable'for'reuse.'
'

• Provide' new' drainage' as' advised.' Original' drainage' lines' may' be' reused' if'
serviceable.'

'
• Reduce'ground'level'approximately'300mm'to'the'east'of'the'building,'scraping'

back'with' a' flatJbladed' excavator' bucket.' If' any' evidence' of' the' former' sluice'
piers'survives,'retain'in'situ'and'clear'around'the'footings'manually'as'required.'

'
• Remove'and'store'the'bricks'on'the'verandah'to'the'south'side'of'the'building.'

Excavate' and' level' soil' base' as' required,' install' drainage' and' reJlay' bricks' as'
advised'on'new'sand'blinding.'

'
• Reduce'the'ground' level'of' the'adjacent'paddock'to'below'that'of' the'finished'

verandah'level'and'ensure'there'is'a'fall'away'from'the'building.'
'

• Areas'excavated'within' the' stalls' should'be'kept' to' the'minimum'necessary' to'
effect'necessary'conservation'and'drainage'works.''

'
• Artefacts'recovered'within'the'building'should'have'their'location'recorded'and'

should' be' retained' in' accordance' with' any' relevant' Collections' Management'
policies'for'the'site.'It'is'suggested'that'artefacts'which'preJdate'the'garage'use'
of'the'Stables'will'be'the'most'significant'and'have'the'most'to'contribute'to'the'
interpretation'of'the'place.'

'
'
'
'
'



'
Figure*1*:*South*side*of*the*building,*facing*west*

'

'
Figure*2*:*South*side*of*the*building,*within*the*verandah,*facing*west*



'

'
Figure*3*:*North*side*of*the*building*showing*the*remnant*brick*dish*drain*

'

'
Figure*4*:*East*side*of*the*building*showing*soil*build:up*



'

'
Figure*5*:*Within*stable*bay*No*5*(counting*east*to*west).*The*brick*suggest*there*was*
a*timber*floor*installed*at*some*point.*

'



'
Figure*6*:*Stable*bay*No*3*(counting*from*the*east)*showing*timber*flooring*and*
damaged*concrete*pipe*at*the*edge.*



BRICKENDON*STABLES:*STRUCTURAL*CONSIDERATIONS*&*REPAIR*CONCEPT.*
!

May!2012.!
!
!
GENERAL.!
This!report!follows!on!the!thorough!scoping!study!and!detailed!measured!plans!prepared!by!Nicholas!
Goodwin!which!covers!all!aspects!of!the!investigations!made!in!May2011.!!
!
Following!on!from!these!investigative!works!two!site!auger!holes!were!drilled!to!establish!the!soil!type!
and!strata!!and!to!see!at!what!depth!satisfactory!founding!could!be!made.!This!was!greatly!facilitated!by!
Richard!Archer!having!inserted!a!300mm!diameter!HDPE!pipe!to!take!the!yard!run!off!through!the!
stables,!and!into!a!trench!which!he!had!cut!across!the!brick!paving!of!the!rear!skillion,!discharging!into!
the!old!cow!paddock!at!rear.!!
!
Mr!Archer!had!also!exposed!most!of!the!brickwork!paving!under!the!rear!skillion,!and!propped!some!of!
the!worst!collapsed!sections!of!the!rear!roof!
!
We!were!also!able!to!have!an!experienced!archaeologist,!Mac!North,!take!part!in!the!investigative!work!
as!a!covering!brief,!but!with!nil!artefact!finds.!
!
Taking!advantage!of!the!trench!line,!an!exploratory!hole!was!put!down!into!the!trench!bottom!with!a!
site!auger.!This!established!that!a!firm!basaltic!clay!layer!existed!below!the!silts!and!silty!clays!at!a!depth!
of!670mm,!which!was!adequate!for!bearing!purposes,!with!an!estimated!capacity!of!210!KPa.!With!
regard!to!the!drainage!works!already!undertaken,!as!given!above,!it!was!noted!that!the!upper!layers!are!
now!relatively!dry!with!moist!to!wet!conditions!only!apparent!at!560mm!below!brick!paving!level.!
!
By!contrast!the!second!hole,!which!was!put!down!some!3!metres!from!the!front!of!the!stables!into!the!
yard!surface!and!which!repeated!the!series!of!strata!found!in!Hole!1,!was!moist!from!300mm!deep.!The!
yard!is!covered!with!alluvial!gravel!to!a!depth!of!115mm!which!lays!directly!onto!the!original!silty!
topsoil.!
!
STRUCTURAL!REPAIR!CONCEPT.!
Levels!taken!last!May!showed!that!the!south!west!corner!
of!the!stables!is!down!below!the!equivalent!!
front!framing!by!30mm,!but!that!this!increases!to!260mm!
by!the!first!frame!from!the!west!side,!and!this!drop!in!level!
continues!across!the!whole!of!the!rear!wall!until!the!east!
wall!is!reached,!which!is!essentially!unchanged.!This!has!
introduced!severe!structural!distress!by!way!of!skew,!and!
some!torsion!onto!several!frame!members.!There!was!
previously!a!lean!towards!the!west!which!has!been!
arrested!by!Mr!Archer!inserting!a!wire!longitudinal!tie.!
!
!
!
The!western!end!of!the!structure!is!remarkably!light!with!unusually!small!studs,!but!the!eastern!end!is!
heavier!since!it!carries!a!feed!loft!and!has!attached!lined!stall!divisions.!The!local!builder,!Andrew!
Madden!was!present!on!site!on!!two!occasions!last!year!and!showed!a!competent!grasp!of!the!situation!
and!of!the!lift!procedure,!which!was!jointly!discussed.!Given!that!some!extra!jacking!may!be!required!
locally!to!ease!the!lined!stalls!and!feed!mangers!into!line,!then!it!is!quite!feasible!to!lift!the!structure!



from!under!roof!level!back!to!a!suitable!line.!It!was!agreed!that!it!would!not!be!necessary!to!raise!the!
corners,!but!merely!lift!the!intervening!bays!around!230mm.!There!is!at!present!no!sign!of!the!former!
bottom!plate!which!has!been!lost!in!the!wet!silt!and!rotted!away.!!
!
Similarly!the!bases!&!attached!braces!of!
nearly!all!the!rear!wall!studs!have!rotted!
too.!!
To!accomplish!this!some!24!Acrow!props!
would!be!required,!seated!under!existing!
lintels!or!under!plates!along!the!rear!wall.!
These!would!need!to!be!seated!onto!
concrete!blocks!or!timber!sleeper!plates!at!
ground!level.!A!reserve!of!4!Acrow!props!
should!be!kept!at!hand!for!the!partition!
walls!inserted!on!the!line!of!the!
underpurlin,!shown!below!on!page!5.!
!

!
Once!positioned!the!lifting!points!should!be!raised!evenly!by!2!turns!of!the!Acrow!screws!at!one!time,!
progressively!along!the!rear!wall!line.!At!the!same!time!jacks!at!low!levels!would!need!to!lift!the!
mangers!and!stall!partitions.!At!least!8!jacks!should!be!provided,!but!not!all!necessarily!used.!
!
Because!the!building!is!already!wracked!out!of!position!and!various!elements!are!skewed!it!will!also!be!
necessary!to!have!back!up!adjustable!wire!ties!connecting!the!front!wall!to!ground!anchors!at!around!5!
metres!from!the!front!wall!in!6!positions.!
!
It!may!also!be!necessary!to!have!similar!adjustable!wire!ties!internally!from!the!front!wall!top,!down!to!
base!level!at!the!rear!wall,!and!between!bays!2,!3,!and!4!it!may!be!necessary!to!use!the!reverse!ties!to!
correct!the!plan!alignment!of!the!front!top!plate.!
!
When!the!structure!is!back!to!a!level!line!at!the!rear,!the!rear!wall!can!be!reinstated!with!a!new!durable!
hardwood!plate,!of!say!110mm!x70mm!and!this!would!sit!onto!concrete!stumps!taken!down!to!the!firm!



clay.!The!stumps!would!need!to!be!placed!at!each!cross[wall!and!at!one!third!points!in!between!(about!
800!to!900mm!apart.!Thus!the!full!load!of!the!rear!wall!would!be!taken!down!to!firm!strata.!The!new!
plate!should!be!checked!5mm!for!short!new!stud!insertion!and!these!new!studs!fitted!alongside!the!
existing!rotted!end!hardwood!studs,!and!the!rotted!ends!cut!away.!For!simplicity!the!new!studs!could!be!
treated!pinus!radiate!75!x!45mm!with!2!no!M12!bolts!on!centre!line!and!with!a!lap!of!not!less!than!
550mm,!or!hardwood!cut!to!similar!size!as!the!existing.!The!rotted!out!ends!of!the!braces!should!be!
extended!in!hardwood!of!similar!size!with!a!lap!halving,!and!the!new!piece!let!in!and!attached!to!the!
new!bottom!plate.!
!
There!is!some!residual!stress!in!the!frame!from!the!long!term!
distortion!and!it!is!preferable!that!wire!cross!bracing!be!
inserted!in!each!available!partition!wall.!The!front!wall!leans!
back!at!around!3!degrees!and!the!top!plate!is!consequently!
laterally!bowed.!Eventually!this!cross!bracing!will!become!
redundant!as!the!existing!bracing!is!refixed!and!as!the!
timbers!lose!their!stress!memory.!To!hasten!the!later!it!is!
possible!to!wrap!selected!points!with!wet!hessian!for!a!week!
or!so!until!the!member!relaxes!to!approximate!its!original!
shape.!
!
The!research!of!the!original!plinth!to!the!rear!wall!involves!
proper!recording!by!archaeologists.!The!excavation!should!
reveal!a!pudding!stone!plinth!as!found!under!the!front!plate.!
Hence!a!replacement!sleeper!wall!of!pudding!stone!can!be!
placed!between!the!concrete!stumps!to!replicate!the!original!
which!being!non[loadbearing!will!not!require!a!special!
footing.!!
!
STALLS.!
Four!internal!posts!and!one!partition!post!carry!significant!loads!from!the!floor!above!and!they!will!need!
a!new!concrete!pad!say!350mm!square!taken!down!to!firm!clay!at!around!700mm!below!the!stable!floor!
and!poured!up!to!ground!level.!This!will!enable!a!simple!halving!scarf!to!be!inserted!to!make!good!the!
rotted!out!ends!of!the!posts!now!lost!to!sight.!
!
PARTITIONS.!
The!extent!of!damage!to!each!partition!varies!and!so!the!extent!of!repair!is!not!the!same!for!each.!
Basically!it!seems!that!no!extra!work!is!needed!to!the!2!end!partitions,!leaving!3!light!partitions!and!the!
one!referred!to!above!in!the!stalls!area.!As!some!new!bottom!plates!will!be!needed,!it!should!be!
possible!to!auger!out!a!250mm!dia!hole!at!around!1100mm!centres!
prior!to!replacement.!
!
!
FRONT!OPENINGS.!
The!lintel!and!drop!cladding!to!bay!1!has!been!butchered!to!allow!
entry!to!a!high!piece!of!farm!equipment!leaving!the!weatherboard!
to!carry!some!load!and!the!intercepted!boards!are!sagging.!On!
completion!of!the!main!structural!repairs!a!lintel!of!similar!size!to!
those!used!in!the!rear!wall!should!be!inserted!from!behind!and!
coach!screws!used!to!attach!the!studs!once!they!are!pulled!back!
into!line.!
!



In!bay!3!the!lintel!is!sagging!appreciably!causing!
the!tenons!to!withdraw!from!the!top!plate.!A!
new!lintel!should!be!similarly!fitted!to!the!rear!
face!once!the!skirt!studs!are!pulled!back!up!to!
line.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
PRELIMINARY!REQUIREMENTS.!
Prior!to!carrying!out!any!of!the!structural!restoration!it!will!be!necessary!to!release!the!items!restricting!
the!present!deflected!structure:!

• Extend!drain!at!rear!towards!original!paddock!drain!and!grade!rear!surface!away!from!brick!
paving.!

• Break!out!concrete!in!stalls!from!around!posts,!mangers!and!stall!dividers.!
• Break!out!concrete!along!edge!of!first!internal!partition.!
• Insert!cut[off!ag!drain!along!front!of!stables!to!a!minimum!depth!of!650mm!and!take!to!free!

discharge.!
• Detach!rear!skillion!roof!from!main!structure!and!provide!temporary!props!etc.!
• Provide!lintels!to!rear!cut[outs!bays!3!&!4!and!cut!in!20mm!nominal!seat!to!each!drop!skirt!stud!

for!264!x!44!Glulams!or!250!x!50!hardwood!lintels.!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
(The!stubs!of!the!earlier!rear!wall!studs!can!be!seen!here,!left!hanging!from!their!tenons.)!
!

• Source!and!have!ready!3!lifting!needles!for!stalls!section!of!stables,!seasoned!h[w!100mm!
square!nominal!x!700mm!long.!

• Prepare!6!ground!anchors!at!5!metres!from!front!as!described!above.!These!can!be!star!
droppers!driven!in!at!least!600!mm!below!yard!level!at!an!angle!away!from!the!building.!

• Release!alternate!panels!of!corrugated!iron!on!the!main!roof!leaving!only!2!screws!in!place,!but!
only!after!props!and!guy!wires!are!in!place.!

• Have!4!spare!Acrow!props!ready!to!ease!the!loading!on!the!partition!framing!as!required.!
• Ensure!all!necessary!equipment!is!on!site!prior!to!the!2!latter!items.!

!



PROCEEDURE.!
1. Prepare!job!with!preliminaries!as!above,!including!fitting!2!new!lintels.!
2. Insert!Acrow!props!on!sleeper!pads!or!blocks!as!per!attached!plan,!including!the!needles!

required!for!offset!within!the!stalls!area.!
3. Fix!guy!wires!with!adjustable!bottle!screws!from!top!plates!to!ground!anchors.!
4. Raise!rear!wall!by!2!to!3!turns!sequentially!to!each!of!Acrow!row,!taking!up!slack!in!guy!wires!

after!each!pass.!Check!final!top!plate!alignment!by!string!line,!both!horizonally!and!plumb.!
Check!for!lateral!sway!of!rear!wall!and!guy!if!necessary.!

5. Excavate!for!new!stump!holes!along!rear!line!and!for!pads!to!stall!posts,!insert!new!plate!to!
30mm!below!front!plate!level!onto!concrete!stumps!concreted!in.!Allow!5!days!curing!before!
transferring!any!load.!

6. Auger!out!for!cross!wall!stumps!as!found!necessary!and!repeat!as!above.!
7. Extend!existing!studs!by!lapping!550mm!with!new!90!x!45mm!treated!pine,!using!2!M12!bolts!at!

450crs!and!checked!into!new!bottom!plate.!
8. Excavate!for!evidence!of!pudding!stone!plinth,!retrieving!stones!where!possible.!Trim!below!

plate!level!and!place!stones!back!into!position!as!closely!as!possible!adding!other!pudding!
stones!from!the!farmyard!site!as!required.!

9. Insert!wire!bracing!as!cross!bracing!to!each!partition!wall!before!releasing!front!guys.!
10. Wrap!&!dampen!those!timber!&!joints!resisting!new!realignment,!and!keep!wet!for!10!days.!
11. Re[attach!or!replace!existing!batten!cross!bracing!to!partitions!and!to!rear!walls.!
12. Re[screw!roof!panels!to!main!roof.!
13. Re[attach!skillion!roof!repairing!and!replacing!timbers!as!necessary.!
14. Check!all!joints!for!adequacy!of!old!nails,!inserting!modern!nails!or!screw!fittings!by!pre[drilling!

to!the!preferred!CSIRO!60%!dia!recommendation.!
15. Replace!and!repair!skillion!as!necessary.!
16. Continue!with!taking!down!cladding!to!Architectural!Conservation!specifications.!

!
!
!


